mouldings & embellishments

style statements
THE ELEMENTS OF STYLE...

Attention to detail is the hallmark of fine design.

For those who appreciate the finer things in life,

Decorá’s collection of design elements adds a note of
elegance to any space. You’ll find an array of styles,
from subtle to dramatic, to complete your design
with impeccable taste. Try mixing styles to create a
statement that’s uniquely yours.
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Your home is an expression of your personality. Inside and out, it should be as uniquely individual as you are. So why settle for ordinary cabinetry, when you can have a design customized to express your special style? The before and after photos show the dramatic difference that can be achieved by adding decorative corbels and elaborate moulding. Find your style in Decorá’s vast array of mouldings and embellishments, and personalize your cabinetry with designer details that make it uniquely yours.
Refined and graceful describe this timeless style. Raised panel cabinets, glass accents and mouldings, paired with colors in a mid-range of tones, create an understated elegance that is both calm and comforting. This well-loved and enduring look speaks well of your sophisticated style preference.

A. Reed Leg
B. Large Shelf Support
C. Corner Pedestal Foot
D. Acanthus Rosette
E. Acanthus Onlay
F. Reeded Split Turning
G. Acanthus Capital
A. Winslow
B. Luxembourg
C. Hannover
D. Antique
E. Beveled
F. Tewkesbury
G. Edinburgh Brass
A. H953 | Pewter
B. H955 | Pewter
C. H917 | Antique Brass
D. H956 | Antique Brass
E. H920 | Pewter
F. H921 | Pewter
G. H948 | Biscayne Antique
H. H96 | Pewter
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If your style preference attracts you to rich wood tones, clean simple lines, nature-inspired colors, and the charming interplay of colored and clear glass in geometric abstracts, you feel a definite connection with the Craftsman influence of style.

A. Two Sided Island Leg
B. Mission Shelf Support
C. Olde World Brackets
D. Mission Rosette
E. Accessory Nail
F. Peaked Rosette
G. Old World Corbel With Decorative Metal Strap
craftsman glass inserts

A. Pasadena
B. Prairie
C. Bungalow
D. Belfast
E. Diamond Lattice
F. Edinburgh Patina
G. River Reed
A. H943 | Oil Rubbed Bronze  
B. H944 | Oil Rubbed Bronze  
C. H945 | Oil Rubbed Bronze  
D. H911 | Blackened Bronze  
E. H912 | Blackened Bronze  
F. H941 | Matte Black  
G. H913 | Blackened Bronze  
H. H952 | Blackened Bronze
craftsman mouldings
HARMONY MAPLE PHEASANT
#12 edge profile

VERONA MAPLE CORIANDER COFFEE WITH JET ACCENTS | #10 edge profile
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Transitional style is a marriage of traditional and contemporary looks, blending the best of both into something classy, comfortable and inviting. A transitional look creates a feeling of timeless design, celebrating your discerning preferences.

A. Square Island Leg  
B. Spool Turning  
C. Tapered Leg  
D. Traditional Light Rail  
E. Square Bar Leg  
F. Spool Turning  
G. Scroll Corbel
transitional glass inserts

A. Kaleidoscope Aluminum
B. Metallic Bronze Fabric
C. Reeded
D. Frost
E. Seeded
F. Thin Reeded
G. Smoked Beveled
transitional hardware

A. H936 | Brushed Nickel
B. H935 | Brushed Nickel
C. H937 | Brushed Nickel
D. H950 | Brushed Nickel
E. H946 | Brushed Nickel
F. H949 | Pearl Nickel
G. H951 | Blackened Bronze
H. H947 | Pearl Nickel
transitional mouldings

PLAZA CHERRY BRANDBYLINE COFFEE WITH JET ACCENTS | #14 edge profile

YARDLEY MAPLE NATURAL #10 edge profile

LEXINGTON CHERRY ARLINGTON ESPRESSO | #18 edge profile
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STKMLD37
Regency interiors are extremely attractive and portray an atmosphere and dignity all their own. The Regency ambience invokes memories of elegant settings, using luscious colors paired with high ceilings, grand columns and mouldings.

This style portrays your distinctive personality.

A. Rope Island Leg  
B. Queen Anne Leg  
C. Kitchen Island Leg  
D. Grape Onlay  
E. Rope Turning  
F. Grape Rosette  
G. Small Grape Shelf Support
regency glass inserts

A. Windermere
B. Aston Hall
C. Kensington
D. Morisco
E. Chelsea
F. Nottingham
G. Clear
A. H954 | Antique Red Rust
B. H924 | Antique Red Rust
C. H923 | Antique Red Rust
D. H925 | Antique Red Rust
E. H930 | Pewter
F. H919 | Pewter
G. H934 | Aged Bronze
H. H932 | Aged Bronze
I. H917 | Antique Brass
J. H918 | Antique Brass
regency mouldings

VERONA MAPLE CORIANDER COFFEE WITH JET ACCENTS | #10 edge profile

STKMLD41
Looking for a specific style? Decorá has partnered with Enkeboll—the industry leader in quality-crafted architectural elements.

With an offering of over 975 Enkeboll products in Maple, Cherry and Oak, you are sure to find the look that fits your style. And rest assured, your Enkeboll products and Decorá cabinets will be finished and shipped together, creating a seamless offering.

A. Corbel Art Nouveau
B. Moulding Art Nouveau Astragal
C. Moulding Art Nouveau Trim
D. Post Imperial Front
E. Arts & Crafts Baluster
F. Grape Pierced Moulding
G. Moulding Art Nouveau Butt
DEFINtE YOUR STYLE ... ONLINE!

When your plans include new cabinetry, find your inspiration at decoracabinets.com.

Our website showcases our vast array of styles, finishes, options and embellishments, with photos of actual homes and designer ideas to set your imagination soaring.

At decoracabinets.com, a world of possibilities is at your fingertips.